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,INTlRODUCTIONI

Preliminary examinatioh of the Rhayyam mine indicated that greater
reserves of copper might be found by trenchi g, sampling, detailed geological . ,
and topographical mapping, and diamond drilling. The deposit seemed to be
a potential source of sulfur, also, for use in the manufacture of paper pulp.

Pormal examination of 'the Ehayyam mine by,,the B9reau of Mines was a
follow-up of a preliminary examination maedoby'.Q.. S. Wright and the awtaor on
October 19-21, 1944.' John Reed and W. S. Twanhofel, of the Geologi-pa13iivey,.'
visited the property during the summer of 1943 and suggested that thebpro'spect
be examined further.

Preliminary examination of the Stumble-On claim was made July 1-3, '1945,
concomitant with the formal examination of the Khayyam mine li miles to the
west.

2/ XTe Bureau of Minhes will welcome reprinting of this paperg Wovided tho
following footnote acknowledgment in used: "Reprinted ftom Bureau^6f
Mines Report of Investigations 3942 ,

/ Assistant mining engineer, Bureau of Minm ,09 neau, Alaska.'
111 . . t # -,
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0g . * IQtt;0AMD 0BSSABILITY

The Khayyam pr;pprty is si tuated i 550 18 north latitude and 132°
241 west longitude.op prince of Wales ITiand in Southeastern Alaska. (see
fig. 1.) The mined4t is 2,3N5 :rest &bode sea 'hoel, near the summit of
a mountain ridge, a>;, 8 miles in ,ihi aiAlne southwest of the head of Mc-
Kenzie Inlet, a southern .branch.of Skowl Arm. Skow6tArm is navigable by
ocean-going ves'seJ.s to the mouth of McKenzie Inlet, where reefs and rocky
islands limit the channel wid;Th'to' 50 yards. Beyond this. point the inlet
widens to nearly half a J' 'Odast and Geodetic Surveychart 8142 indicates
from 12 fathoms of wate'a~t thl 9'narrow neck to more than 30 fathoms through-
out the remainder of Mc1enzie Inletp The old ore bunker and dock at the
head of the inlet are beyond repair. A new ore bunker and dock would have
to' be built if a large-scale mining operation were established-

T the mine can be reachbd by trail alNg the western ridge that lies on
the west baek of Omar Crebk. The trail is apprpxinately 44 miles in length.
The grade is rather steep to an elevation of. 1,.fiQ feet, but the last 4 miles
can be traveled over gentle slopes along the crest of the ridge.

Ketchikan is 30 miles by air and 42 miles-7by,.water from the head.of
McKenzie Inlet. Food, harz, 4e;, fuel oil, 1.?iibeX;. and explosives canjbe
purchased at Ketchikap and U&dlivered by bodt to. McKenzie Inlet.. 1y ustng
an airplane, all small equipment and camp supplies could be using an airplane,
all small equipment and.camp supplies could be dropped with cargo parachutes
near the mine. . . - .

Ore can be transported from McKenzie Inlet to the smelter in two ways -

by small boat to Xetchikan, whence it would have to be transshipped to
Seattle or Tacoma~ -r by -acean-gling power barges direct from the ore bunkers
in McKenzie Inlet to. t'h-da-king facilities of thIe smelter in.Tacoma. The
freight rate from Ketchikan~-to Tacoma on ore worvth $60 a ton or less is $4.50
plus a 16 percent suzohar= e..'Tharfage is $2.2Q.U ton at Ketchikan, and at
Seattle it is $1.40 a to'nif' 6argo is transfer#a. to open railroad cars.
Marble was transported by barge from Dall Island, Alaska, to Seattle at
$0.90 a ton in company-owned barges.
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Tho old surface tram on the west bank of Cmar Creek crossed the creek
about throc-quarters if a mile frop the beach and-followed the large U-shapedbasin for l-3<: miles at a very moderate grade, to a point at an altitude of
1,200 feet, where it joined a mile-long aerial tram to the mine. The basinis fairly clear of timber, and there are nunerous long areas of open muskeg.

The Stumble-.O claim is at an altitude of 1,100 feet about three-quarters
of a mile east of the Junction of the aerial tram and surface tram of the
Ihayyam mine, A puncheon trail that once lead from McKenzie Inlet to the
property is no longer safe for travel, as the foundation has rotted away.

PHYSICAL.FXAIUS AND CLIMATE

At the head of McKenzie Inlet, a U-shaped basin lies between mountainridges whose suwmit=. levations range from 2,000 to 3,500 feet. (See fig. 2.)The valley is bound'-bn the east, south, and west aly steep slopes that bear
the vestiges of glaciation. Near. *the crest of the -flat ridge between SkowlArm and Cholnondeley Sound are small glacial lakes, an-da few hundred feet
west of the Khayyan mine other.snall lakes are to be found.

She lower hillsides to an elevation of about l,500 feet are covered
with a heavy stand of spruce, hemlock, aid cedar and a dense un.ergrowth
of alder, willow, cottonwood trees, berry bushes, and devil's club. Adequate
timber is available for all mining and construction needs. Above this
altitude the vegetation is confined to small patches of scrub timber and
open muskegs, and above 2,000 feet to various lichens.

The aVerage precipitation is 151 inches a year. Available records overa 35-year period indicate a mean winter temperature at Ketchikan of 34.3° F.
and a mean summerbe'iperature of 51.40 F. Mean seasonal temperatures at theIhayyam mine, 2,300'beet higher, would be a few degrees lower.

HISTORY, OWNERSHIP, AND PRODUCTION

The Khayyam property wad'first located in 1899, and from 1901 to 1905
most of the mine development, consisting of adiit-,. crosscuts, drifts, shafts,
and trenches, was accooplished between 2,000 to' 2,500 feet. A surface tram
from the beach 2 1/3 miles in length connected with an aerial tram 1 mile in
length to transport the ore to tidewater. This work was done by the Omar
Mining Co., which suspended operations in 1906 but resumed them in 1907 for
4 months. Nothing is known of the status-.of the property until 1916, when
some developnent work was done by Fred Heckman & Co. of Ketchikan. In 1937,the property was located by Harry A. Townsend for Texas Gulf Sulphur, but it
is understood that the two claims recorded were later abandoned. TAhe Khayyam
mine has since reverted-to the, public domain. The OGar Mining Do. production
records are not available, and nothing has been produced since this company
relinquished the mine',

Information is meager regarding the original ownership and development
of what is now known as Stumble-On claim, Work was in progress from July
to October 1907, during which tine two adits were driven and some trenches
and open cuts were excavated on the strike of the ore body. The prpspect
Vas then known as the rammiorh and.,comprised two claims., A surface tram about
2 miles long connected the'ptoperty with the head. of Mc~enzie Inlet.
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In l9Z9,, George A, Brown of Ketchikan, relocated the Mammoth claims,
-bu.t later hed relinquished the property.. .

The prospect was relocated in September 1945 and renamed the Stumble-
On claim by.Jack E. Allen axvd Joseph F. .2Angelson, both of Ketchikan.

DESCRIPTIONOF TEM DflOSIT

General GeologZy-

The country rock exposed around- ;the shores -of MeXenzie Inlet are composed
largely of a complex of dioritic and,:gr~aitic $tras vep. These intrusives
invade the older limestone and greexstone-schist stratAF-expvsed along the
north shore of the inlet and to the south in Cholmondeley ,Sond. In the
vicinity of the wayyam mine, the diorite has been altered to hornblende
gneiss, into which the ore deposits have been intruded along shear planes
parallel in strike and coinciding in dip with the schistocity of the country
rock. -Interbanded with the hornblende gneiss are belts of siliceous -gneiss
and auartizic schist. The trend of Whe entire structure ranges from.N.E^750

W' to N, 850 W. and the dip from 80Q N. to vertical. Several diabase dikes
intrude the gneiss at a slight angle to the schistocity but apparently have
no bearing on the formation of the ore deposits. ,

Mineral Deposits at the Khayvam Mine

Lenses of mhssive iron and copper sulfides between gneissic bands form
.a zone of mineralization 10 to 260 feet wide and 1,100 feet long. In places,
the ore lenses outcrop; in others, the sulfide minerals are covered by a thin
linonite gossan. Underground workings show that nearly vertical lenses 6 to
27 feet wide have'been extracted above the Powell--adit, as indicated in
figures 3 and 4. The western limit of mineralization in the Khayyam mine is
defined by a fault with a strike nearly normal to the ore lenses and.a dip
ranging from 800 southeast to vertical. Another fault, having a strike of
N. 40 W. and dip of 750 west, occurs 400 feet. pto the west. The mineral content

*.of the lenses is chiefly pyrite with chalcopyrite, pyrrhotite, some sphaler-
ite, and magnetite, and minor amounts of gold and silver. Quiartz is dissemi-
nated throughout. The contacts of the ore masses with the gneivs are usually
well-defined.

Mineral Depo sits at the Stumble-On Claims

In the vicinity of the $tumble-On prospect, the diorite has been altered
to hornblonde gneiss, into which the ore deposit has been intruded along a
shear plane parallel in strike and coinciding in dip with the banding of the
gneiss, the trend of the structure being N. 750 W. and the dip 800 north, and
the average width 20 feet. The-richer values are concentrated along the
hanging wall across a two-foot wiTth. The ore -mass is composed of pyrite,
chalcopyrite, pyrrhotite, some sphalerite, mag etite, gold and silver with
quartz, calcite, and chlorite.occurring. as gangu e mnerals,.

3/ Wright, F. X., and Wright, (. W., The Ketchikan and Wrangell Mining
Districts, Alaska* Geol. Srv. Bull. 347, 1908, p.*137.
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WINE DEV=LPMINT

" 3 ' ;> ',0Eeiyame Mine' +

The main mine working's 'ae Entered through the Powell adit'at an altitude
of 2,350 feet. This adit, drjven L9t feet width a bearing of 5-S -299 W., thence
38 feet to the face with a'bearirng of. S. 17° 'E., crosscuts an ire onf',
ternating hornblende gnelasi.and elongated sulfide lenses that have a-width of
143 feet.,- Four lenses have been stoped to within a few feet of the surface.

r (See fig. 4.')t The average trend of the or.e bodies is N. 760 W. 'he 'dipap-
pears to be nearly vbrtical, but the following dips were noted near the roof
of three stopes numbered consecutively..fron the portal:'.No .,, right side
of adit,, 580 SW.; No. 2, -left side of adit, 680 SW. and No, 3, left side of
adit, 48b SW. .

'In stopes 2, 3, and 4,. at 45, 1OO, and 135 feet, respectively, from the
portal, the western limit of the ore is -defined by a -vertical fault that
strikes X. 200 E. A vertical fault occure on the right wall 138 feet fr'om
the portal, crosses the adit, and for=e the left wall at the face. It is
believed that this latter fault is a continuation of the one that marks the
ore limit as described above.

Adit 1 its 80 feet north of the Powell adit at an-altitude-of 2,332 feet..
It was driven in barren gnei.ss 75 feet or. a bearing N. 710 W., and thence 16
feet on a bearing S. 810 W. to the face, A massive sulfide vein etoween the.,
portal and 7 feut inside the adit appeared to be cut off by a fault striking
N. 360 i. and dipping 80° . It. is believed that this failt is the. north-
eastern continuation of the fault obierebd in the Pnwell adit. Slightly
pyritized gneiss was observed beyond this;fault for a distanfe of 43 feet
along the adit.

One hundred, fifty -two feet southeast of the Powell adit, and at an lti-.
tude of 2,292 feet, adit 3 was driven 139 feet to-the face in barren gneiss.
Some gossan was seen at the fportal, and the gueiss is slightly pyritized for
a distance of 89. feet ins.de the adit,

Starting at a point 187 feet southeaet of'the Powell adit, at an altitud,
of 2,329 feet, adit 4 was.driven S.. 42? W..about 45 feet in barren gneiss. :

The adit was started in a 12-foont-wide massive-silfide vein. A band 'of gnaeis.s.
averaging-3 feet in' width is. included in.this width. . . .. .

Adit 5 was driven 15 feet on a bearing S. 80 . -and thence 35 feet on a
bearing S. 680 E., all in massive sulfide aterial. Eight feet from the face,
a winso had been sunk to a depth .Qf..5. feet, all in massive sulfide ore. This
adit is 680 feet northwest of the Powell adit at 2,485 feet elevation.

* Adit 6 was driven 5 feet into a nineralized ridge that strikes N. 720
W. This small cut reveals a 2-foot nassive sulfide vein. This adit is 104
feet west of the Powell adit at an altitude of '2,420 feet.

Another short adit, NTo, 7, 359 feet southeast of the Powell adit and at
an altitude of 2,314 feet, was driven a length of 26 tfeet at v. bewring of S.
21, W. Very sparse pyritization^ in the gneiss was observed along the walls.
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Years ago three test pits' iere sunk on the property, as follows: Test
pit 1, two-compartment, in pyritized quartz vein, 12 feet deep, 250 feet
southwest of the Powell adit and at a collar elevation of 2,503 feet. Test
pit 2, single-compartnont, 5 feet deep, in pvritir gneiss, 322 feet west of
the Powell adit,. and at a collar elevation of 2,497 feet. Test pit 3, single-
compartment, 10 feet deep, in massive sulfide materials, situated 128 feet
northwest of the Powell adit,, and at a collar elevation of 2,368 feet,

One test pit 5 feet deep was sunk at the time of former operations in
the massive sulfide zone out by trench &l. this trench is 165 fee't in length
and trends northward, crsscuttig Uithree lenses of massive sulfide ore,

The Kimball adit, 671 feet long and bearing S. 24 30' W., iis 600 feet
northeast of the Powell adit and at an altitude of 2,025 feet and undercuts
the Powell. (See fig, 3.) It was started in barren gneiss, but the 271 feet
nearest the face is very slightly pyritized, SeveraL slippage planes wore
observed, along which very slight movement had occurred.

Stumble-On

The main mine development at the Stumble-On consists of two Adits at
1,100 and 1,250 feet, respectively, The lower one was driven S. 730 E. for
153 feet and thence S. 79' S. for 44 feet tm the face. At a point 73 feet
from the porftal, .a crimsecut to the right, 12.5 feet in length, penetrated the
mineralized zone and exposed barren gneiss at the face. At a point 132 feet
from the portal, a crosscut 8 feet long was driven tc the left in mineralized
ground. A vein of massive sulfide material 18 inches wide appears in the
roof of the adit at this point. One hundred seventy-four feet from the portal
a 7- by 7-foot raise 21 feet high was driven in gneiss. Tho roof of the aadit
at this point was all mineralized. A vein of massive sulfide material'12
inches wide is exposed adjacent to the hanging wall in the face; the rest of
the, face is sparsely mineralized.

The Discovery adit,'at an altitude of lM50 feet, is driven S. 870 E.
for 22 feet, thence S. 800 E. for 54 feet. It intersects-a crosscut adit
44 feet long and bearing M. 30 E. Twenty-.two feet of the crosscut adit lies
in disseminated material between Discovery adit and'the crosscut portal. Ten
feet of crosscut south of Discovery adit is in di'sseminated sulfide material,
the'remainder being in barren gneiss to the face. (See-fig. 5.)' Prom the
intersection of Discovery adit and the crosscut adit, th e Discovery has a
bearing S, 750 E. for 63 feet and thence a bearing S. 770 E. for 55 feet to
the face. An 8-foot crosscut to the loft of the adit, 175 feet from the por-
tal, exposes heavily disseminated sulfide material. Theface of"the adit is
'fairly well mineralized, a'12-inch vein of massive sulfide material 'being '
exposed at the left of the face.

A crosscut adit was driven in the mineralized zone from the surface 151
feet eadt of the portal of the Discovery adit. The crosscut extends 16 feet
into the enriched zone and thence 28 feet along the strike exposing a 10-foot
width of massive sulfide ore.

Numerous short trenches also were excavated along the strike of the vein,
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SAMPLING AND AIUL Y SBS

Kbav~am Mine

Thirty-one channel samples were taken, which were analyzed for gold,
silver, and copper. Samples W-. to; W-7, inclusive, were analyzed for zinc,
seven representative samples were- aalyzed.for sulfur, and three samples,.
representing-the pyrrhotite-enriched ore bpdy, werea.analyzed for nickel.
The analyses showed no nickel in these sanRLes. (%See fig. 3.)

Two. distinct phases of mineralization are prevalent at. the Khayyam mine,
which for field determination and.. simplicity in mapping are referred to as
pyritic gnoiss and pyritic quartz. In the wpyritic-gneiss" phase of enrich-
ment, the sulfide minerals range from massive, some 5 to 50 feet wide, to
disseminated pyritization of the country rock. In the "1pyritic-quartz" phase
of enrichment, the sulfide minerals.are dipssninated sparsely in a quartz
gangue. MKtensive sampling of this latter did not seem to be justified, which
was substantiated by the analyses of the six samples that were cut.

Two samples were cut on the floor of the 1'owell adit in stopes 2 right
and 3 right. - These samples - No. 75, 20 feet off the center line of the
adit, and No;. 54, 25 feet off the center l:ine - were cut across the ore body.

The samples were analyzed by the Terri.torial Assay Office in;.Zetchikan,
Alaska.

Stumble-On

Six heavy chip samples averaging 1 by 6 inches in cross section were
cut,' two of which were underground samples in the face of the two edits;
Ahe other four were surface samples;. These samples were analyzed for copper,
gold, and silver. For results of the analyses see figure -5.-

Sample 88 is a composite sample taken along a creek 370 feet fist of
the portal of the Discovery adit. The creek traverses the mineralized .zcne.
about normal to the strike . width of 149 feet of mineralized material was
logged, as follows:

0 to 34 feet, altered gneiss heavily disseminated with sulfide minerals.
34 to 48 feet, altered gneiss sparsely disseminated with sulfide minerals.
48 to 51 feet, massive sulfide vein.
51 to 57 feet, altered gneiss heavily disseminated with sulfide minerals.
57 to 93 feet, altered gneiss sparsely disseminated with sulfide minerals.
93 to 95 feet, altered gneiss heavily disseminated with sulfide minerals.
95 to 126 feet, altered gneiss sparsely disseminated with sulfide minerals.
126 to 149 feet, altered gneiss moderately disseminated with sulfide miner-

als, and veinlets of massive sulfide minerals.

Sample 88 represents the following lengths: 0 to 34 feet, 48 to 57 feet,
93 to 95 feet, and 126 to 149 feet. Mineralization of each sample is uniform
throughout.
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WORK POSE BY THE'BURRAUT OF MIXES

Two temporary tent camps were established, one at tidewater and the
other at an altitude of 2,000 feet, approximately throe-fourths mile from
the Khayyan mine. ',A trail':4A'miles3 long was brushed out to the upper camp.
All equipment and'supplies-iere flown from the beach to a site near the mine.
As cargo parachutos'were uiob'Rainable', it was necessary to-pack carefully all
canno4 goods and 6ther breakable items. These were-made up into bundles of
50 pounds. Two hundred fifty square feet of 1- by 8-inch shiplap in 4-foot
lengths, for tent flooring, was dropped without trouble or danage. However,
60 gallons of stove oil in five 1j5-llon drums was a total loss, even'though
the drums were dropped from 75 felt 'and landed in. deep snow. There was,
roughly, 20-percent loss of provisions.

Eleven trenches totaling 611 feet were excavated, to an average'width
of 2.5 foot and an average depth~ f 3 feet, One hundred yards of alluvium
and 69.8 yards of loose rock were-moved.

A transit control traverse covering 3.15 acres was completed as a
basis for a detailed sur'face topographic and geologic survey.

Thirty-one channel samples'"ere cut" with moil and hammer, the average
cross section of the channels being 2 by 6 inches. The samples were crushed
in a mortor with a 4-pound hammer and quartered.

The work done by the Bureau on the Stumble-Qn claim consusted of a
Brunton and tape surface survey about .1,600 feet in length, underground
surveying of the two adits, 197 feet and 194 feet long, and cutting six heavy
chip samples, The samples were cat with moil and hammer, crushed in 'a mortor,
and quartered. The average cross section was 1 by 6 inches. No trenching
was done, though a small amount of material'was excavated in cleaning the old
surface cuts prior to cutting the samples.

No camp was established for the examination because of the proximity
of this property to the temporary cmnp constructed'by the Bureau of Mines for
formally examining the Khayyam mine 12 miles to the west.

,y 2o mie oth e
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